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Straight talk about
Indonesia’s deforestation
While progress has been made
by individual companies,
joint action is needed to shut
markets to errant ones.
Learn from Brazil’s strict
moratorium on soya production.
Glenn Hurowitz
For The Straits Times
The Indonesian government has
stepped up its efforts to fight haze
caused by deforestation, but is the
private sector doing its part?
The government recently revoked
or suspended the land-clearing
licences of 27 companies linked to
fires. President Joko Widodo
announced a ban on new palm oil
concessions and peat development,
and the new peatland restoration
agency (BGA) is putting an all-out
effort into ensuring that the
government’s strong conservation
policy is more than just good
intentions.
However, the private sector
companies that are directly
responsible for burning and
clearing are not doing all they can
to support an Indonesian
government that is newly focused
on reducing deforestation.
Many of the rogue actors that
have bedevilled past Indonesian
efforts to protect the country’s
natural heritage are still up to their
old games. That became clear when
the companies that formed the
Indonesia Palm Oil Pledge (IPOP),
an entity set up by the leading palm
oil companies and the Indonesia
Chamber of Commerce, dissolved it
at the beginning of July.
The organisation had been set up
with the Indonesian government’s
backing after the top palm oil
companies – Wilmar, Cargill,
Golden Agri-Resources, Asian Agri,
Musim Mas, and others – had all
individually adopted their own
strong conservation and human
rights policies, and were seeking a
government-backed platform
through which they could advocate
reform. But mid-level Indonesian
government representatives tied to
deforestation interests attacked
the very companies doing the most
to protect the region from haze,
and the companies lacked the
political spine to push back.
Notwithstanding the political
drama, the demise of IPOP hasn’t
weakened companies’ enforcement
of their “No Deforestation” policies.
Executives know that those policies
are essential to maintaining access
to their customers. It is getting
harder and harder for companies to

sell brands like Aquaphor or Nivea if
the public finds out that the palm oil
in their moisturiser, soap, or
biscuits is linked to companies
driving deforestation.
In the weeks since IPOP’s news,
for instance, more than two dozen
major companies, including giants
like Unilever, Bunge and Dunkin’
Donuts, enforced their own “No
Deforestation” policies by ceasing
new purchases from the Malaysian
palm oil giant IOI, which was
repeatedly caught clearing forest
and peatlands, and has been in
conflict with indigenous
communities.
Likewise, after the South
Korean-Indonesian conglomerate
Korindo was caught on camera
conducting illegal open burning
and deforestation, it could no
longer sell to Wilmar, its biggest
customer. Other companies are
feeling the scrutiny as well, and
facing tough consequences.
In other words, despite political
posturing, trading giants are still
individually insisting that products
like paper, palm oil, and rubber
must be free of deforestation.
But a systemic solution is still
necessary: companies like Kornido,
IOI, BLD Kirana, Indofood/Pepsico
and others in some cases are still
able to find markets for their goods.
In the case of Korindo, clear law

breaking still hasn’t been punished.
This is bad news for the industry,
and dangerous for everyone who
has to breathe the air. As long as the
big traders and governments
tolerate deforestation by any
company, every company will
suffer the reputational
consequences. Because of the
actions of the rogue companies,
international customers and
investors are taking the
understandable step of moving
away from palm oil or Indonesian
products entirely. As long as there
is massive deforestation for palm
oil and paper, consumers will have
a hard time distinguishing good
palm oil from bad.
THE BRAZILIAN EXAMPLE
There is a proven solution, and it’s
one that many of the companies
active in the palm oil sector have
already adopted in another part of
the world. In the Brazilian Amazon,
which has also suffered from
deforestation, companies like
ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus,
and Wilmar created and adhere to
the Brazilian soya moratorium,
which bans deforestation by soya
producers.
The companies jointly monitor
deforestation across the Amazon.
Any soya farmer found to be
engaged in deforestation just loses

market access. It’s simple, tough,
automatic, and transparent.
The results speak for themselves:
within three years, deforestation
for soya plummeted from 25 per
cent of Brazilian Amazon
deforestation to 0.25 per cent. The
Brazilian cattle industry has also
reduced deforestation through a
similar mechanism. This progress
has produced the world’s biggest
climate success story.
The economic side of Brazil’s
success should also interest the
palm oil and paper industries: even
as Brazilian soya growers have
effectively eliminated
deforestation, they have doubled
production by planting on
degraded lands instead of forests or
indigenous territories.
I don’t see why these companies
should protect forests when it
comes to soya production, but not
palm oil or paper. The traders’
South-east Asian operations should
be racing to replicate the system,
and regional governments should
insist that they do so. It’s the only
way the private sector can end the
cycle of burning, haze and damage
to its commercial reputation that is
jeopardising its access to
international markets.
So how to stiffen companies’
spines to get them to do at least as
much in South-east Asia as they
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have been doing for a decade in
Brazil? One of the most reliable
ways to spur private sector action is
by governments taking credible
legal action. In the words of the
great English writer Samuel
Johnson, “When a man knows he is
to be hanged in a fortnight, it
concentrates the mind
wonderfully”.
Hangings shouldn’t be required,
but stern legal action is. Singapore
recently passed the Transboundary
Haze Pollution law, which permits
palm oil and paper companies to be
held legally responsible for their
burning. It’s past time to fully
enforce it. The late Mr Lee Kuan
Yew’s aphorism, “If nobody is
afraid of me, I’m meaningless”,
applies as much to stopping palm
oil companies’ crimes as it does to
street crime.
Once a few of the worst palm oil
companies are prosecuted, the rest
will get the idea and set up their
own mechanisms to police
themselves. Let’s just hope that
governments and the industry
don’t wait for a repeat of the haze
crisis before they act.
stopinion@sph.com.sg
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The other paradigm shift in debate on nursing home care model
Jeremy Lim
For The Straits Times
What sort of society do we want to
live in when we are old and needing
constant care? This question
weighed heavily on the minds of
Singaporeans in the aftermath of
the Jade Circle saga.
In February last year, the Lien
Foundation, Khoo Chwee Neo
Foundation and the Salvation Army
announced a new nursing home
model termed “Jade Circle” that
would be piloted in an existing
facility. In this model, for which the
partners were to contribute $10
million for construction, the
ambition was to move away from
dormitories and towards single or
twin rooms with en suite
bathrooms, clustered into
intentional communities of 12
residents with their own kitchens
and dining areas.
The project was subsequently
aborted after the Ministry of Health
declined to provide funding for
ongoing operations, stating: “As a
matter of policy, it will be difficult
for MOH to provide ongoing
subsidies for patients staying in
wards that are designed to proxy

private or A-class ward
configurations such as single or
double-bedded rooms only. Such
parameters will be hard to scale or
to be financially sustainable, if
applied to the rest of the aged-care
sector.”
There was a flurry of
commentaries both supporting and
condemning the ministry’s
decision. Broadly, the supporters
warned of over-extension and
committing the Government
beyond what could be affordable
while critics decried the “Third
World” standards required by the
Government of nursing homes.
This backdrop framed the
research consulting agency Oliver
Wyman subsequently undertook
on behalf of the Lien Foundation
and the Khoo Chwee Neo
Foundation. In the report titled The
Economics Of Nursing Homes In
Singapore, we worked with a
number of nursing home operators,
geriatricians and other aged-care
experts as well as architects to
model out, based on current costs,
the impact of transforming the
model of care from the current to
what was envisaged in Jade Circle.
We also reviewed models in other
developed countries to understand
the latest in nursing home care
globally.

Our findings: Transitioning the
5,000 nursing home beds in the
pipeline to a Jade Circle type model
would cost Singapore an additional
$8 to $13 per nursing home resident
per day or less than $20 million a
year in total.
The second major finding was
that peer countries started out
much as Singapore had with
dormitory-style nursing homes
but have already made the
transition to mostly single rooms in
aged-care facilities.
Why did we conduct this
research? The report, which is
intended to be akin to an amicus
curiae (friend of the court)
contribution, had two motivations.
First, to move us away from
discussing in generalities, and
unhelpful, “throw away” phrases
like “too expensive”. Policy analysis
should be precise wherever
possible and we wanted to support
a deeper and more specific
conversation. What is “too
expensive”? $10 a day, or maybe
$20 a day? One per cent of the total
healthcare budget? Or maybe 10
per cent?
The hope is that by modelling out
the costs of the different models,
we could support society engaging
in a far richer dialogue, grounded in
facts and biased towards action.

We should be encouraged
at the positive approach
groups like the Lien
Foundation have taken, not
complaining about the
status quo or asking the
Government to think
through and solve the
“problem” but proactively
using its resources to shed
further light on issues and
bring the debate to the
next level...The more
important paradigm that is
shifting is how the
Government and civic
society... are working
together to make our
country better.

Second, we wanted to provide
stakeholders with a keen sense of
what the rest of the world was
thinking and doing. It is a very real
danger for us in Singapore to be
insular in our thinking and be smug
in the satisfaction of how far we
have come, without realising that
others may have progressed even
faster. While Singapore has to find
its own way, the experience of
others provides useful signposting
along the journey.
Taking a few steps back, the
report and related work by the Lien
Foundation and allies offer a
glimpse into what Governmentcivic society interactions can be.
Singapore and Singaporeans
cannot be over-reliant on the
Government, and as prominent
social commentator David Chan of
the Singapore Management
University puts it, “The man in the
street needs to step up and stop
relying on the Government to do
everything”.
We should be encouraged that
civic society is responding to the
Government’s call to contribute to
the national debate around
complex social issues such as aged
care. We should be further
encouraged at the positive
approach groups like the Lien
Foundation have taken, not

complaining about the status quo
or asking the Government to think
through and solve the “problem”
but instead proactively using its
resources to shed further light on
issues and bring the debate to the
next level. Finally, we should be
most encouraged by the Ministry of
Health’s mature response to the
report, saying it would study the
report carefully and hold further
discussions with the Lien
Foundation.
The MOH further emphasised it
“appreciates the aspiration for our
seniors to age in more homely
environments that provide
dignified and enabling care” and
would “work with providers to
explore new models of care that
give residents greater
independence and autonomy”.
Nursing homes are the issue here
but the more important paradigm
that is shifting is how the
Government and civic society,
despite starting with ideological
differences, are working together
to make our country better.
stopinion@sph.com.sg
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